**Little Ghost Bundle**
HP Laserjet Color Pro M452DW +
Ghost White Toner

**Starter package for white toner laser printing 8.5x11**

The Little Ghost Bundle comprises: the Little Ghost printer and Ghost White Toner cartridge as well as the original cartridges in black, cyan, magenta and yellow.

**FAQ**

**Where can I buy Ghost White Toner?**
Our Ghost Bundles and Ghost White Toner cartridges can be bought only from USCutter. Thus, we can ensure that you always get excellent quality and the best service.

**I need white prints only occasionally. Is there a Ghost copy shop?**
Yes, there are already a number of copy shops working with Ghost. Just send us an e-mail and we will find the nearest Ghost copy shop for you.

If Ghost is not available in your neighborhood: why not recommend Ghost to your favorite copy shop?

**Little Ghost:**

- print on paper or transparency
- print on sizes up to 8 1/2 by 11
- 12-months warranty
- paper samples and design suggestions included
- suitable for all kinds of transfer media

**For answers, product orders or suggestions:**

Phone: (888) 619-7994
E-Mail: sales@uscutter.com

www.uscutter.com
**Ghost White Toner-Transfer**

**Perfect for small scale productions**

With the Ghost Bundle you can print brilliant white designs on colored, black and even transparent paper.

You can use all transfer media suitable for laser printing for applying your white designs to all kinds of materials and different surfaces. Ghost is not only a white printing solution: toner transfer works perfectly with colored and black prints as well.

**The Ghost Bundle is perfect for:**

- fashion designers & DIYers
- copy shops
- packaging designers & creative agencies
- handmade goods retailers

---

**The Transfer Procedure**

**Step 1:**
Print your white designs on transfer foil.

**Step 2:**
Transfer your prints using a heat transfer press. Follow the detailed instructions of your transfer guide.

**Step 3:**
Let the fabric (mug, etc.) cool down.

**Step 3:**
Repeat the pressing procedure for washing resistance.

**YAY!**

---

**Toner transfer to (nearly) everything**

Toner transfer media enables you to transfer your prints to a lot of materials such as fabrics, glass or ceramics to create unique gifts and products. You can even transfer your prints to materials sensible to heat like, for example, wax candles.

Individualize wine bottles, coffee mugs and bags, enhance furniture or design unique shirts. With Ghost there are no limits to your creativity!

**Possible materials:**

- ceramics
- cotton
- wood
- glass
- plastic
- scale models
- leather
- metal
- fabrics
- nylon
- denim
- polypropylene
- polyester